
   

 

 
 

AI in Smart and Virtual Cities 

From the Urban Digital Twin to the Personal Digital Twin and towards the Metaverse 

 

The smart city appears as another project of global city with an enticing idea behind – technology 

will support society in becoming smarter. Cities appear in turn as mirrors of the past reflecting a 

society’s complexity and territorialization of competing interests, values, and identities or as a 

testbed for innovation – a large-scale lab projecting the future. Digital innovation and artificial 

intelligence have been pushing forward the vision of an interconnected world relying on 

technology to perform increasingly complex tasks, usually requiring human agency and lately 

promising humans to delegate responsibility to artificial agents to achieve more efficient, 

accurate, and even more objective results and outcomes. As these highly complex systems 

operate and become embedded in our reality the link to the virtual world is reinforced. However, 

are these city doubles purely virtual or are they also tangible? What possibilities do they create? 

Why is the smart city such a big promise for the cities of the future and what role do these 

interconnected twin realities play? As the urban digital twin and personal digital twin rely on data 

to reproduce virtual entities, one aspect of this new hope lies in the potential power of AI. 

Enabled virtual cities are acquiring new shapes and embedding new ways to connect virtual and 

physical realities. 
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Specific topics:  

- Urban data and privacy concerns 

- Ethics of surveillance  

- Digital Rights and Human Rights 

- People-centered cities and trustworthy technologies 

- Human-machine interaction in the context of virtual cities 

- Digital Twin applications for sustainability 

- Recommender systems as public services and threats to human autonomy 

- Democratizing AI in the context of public policy 
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